
AUDIO:  Ray  Flores  from
Thurman  –  Barrios  in  Las
Vegas

VIDEO:  Ray  Flores  from
Thurman  –  Barrios  in  Las
Vegas Talks the Latest Boxing
News

AUDIO:  MARC  ABRAMS  WINS
COURAGE  AWARD!  –  BOXING  IS
BACK! TOP RANK, GOLDEN BOY,
MATCHROOM,  FURY,  JOSHUA,
SPENCE THURMAN & MORE
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World  Ranked  Welterweight
Taras  Shelestyuk  Ready  for
the Elite of the Division
PHILADELPHIA,  PENN./ORANGE,  Calif.  (March.  1,  2018)-
Undefeated  and  world  ranked  welterweight  contender  Taras
Shelestyuk is ready to go big game hunting in 2018.

The 2012 Olympic Bronze medal winner from Sumy, Ukraine, who
now fights out of Los Angeles, California, has won the major
regional titles, and he feels he has been overlooked by the
perceived elite of the 147 pound division.

Shelestyuk, 16-0 with 10 knockouts, continues to work on his
craft while he waits for a major fight to materialize.

“I want to fight Keith Thurman, Danny Garcia, Shawn Porter,
Errol Spence or the winner of the Jeff Horn – Terence Crawford
fight,” said Shelestyuk.

“I know that I have the skills and pedigree to beat those
guys. I just need my opportunity, and I know that will be
coming soon. I have been working hard in the gym, and I
sparred with Viktor Ortiz for his bout with Devon Alexander,
as well as WBA Super Welterweight Champion Brian Castano.”

Shelestyuk also has been helping with the career of his wife
Alina. Alina is a runway model, who has done numerous photo
shoots in Los Angeles.

Shelestyuk is co-promoted by Banner Promotions and Thompson
Boxing.
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For regular updates on our fighters, events, and promotions,
please like Banner Promotions Facebook Page, and follow us on
Instagram and Twitter @BannerBoxing.

Keith Thurman to Join Spike’s
Announce  Team  for  Danny
Garcia vs. Samuel Vargas Main
Event  on  Saturday,  November
12
PHILADELPHIA  (November  9,  2016)  –  Spike  TV’s  upcoming
broadcast of the Premier Boxing Champions series on Saturday,
November 12 at 9:00pm ET/PT will have some extra knockout
power. Undefeated welterweight world champion Keith “One Time”
Thurman will be joining Spike’s critically-acclaimed boxing
announce  team  for  the  main  event  featuring  Danny  “Swift”
Garcia vs Samuel Vargas.

Thurman will be paying close attention to Garcia as the two
are set to square in a highly-anticipated PBC bout next March.

“I’m excited to be back calling the PBC fights this time on
Spike and especially since it’s my next opponent Danny Garcia.
Danny I’ve got my eyes on you. It’s going to be a great fight
and Spike viewers will want to tune-in to hear what ‘One Time’
has to say,” noted Thurman.

Emanating  from  Temple  University’s  Liacouras  Center  in
Philadelphia, PA, Garcia, the prodigal son of the City of
Brotherly Love, will put his undefeated record on the line in
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front of his hometown fans against the hard hitting Vargas
from Colombia.


